World Literacy Day – 5th March

In Year One we have been studying an information report about our five senses. We read together every day and complete detailed activities to help us practice new words. We are working very well on our handwriting and enjoy writing about our senses topic. We really like trying all the different activities during ‘Engine Room’ time. Year One are focusing on reviewing their sounds from Kindergarten as well as learning some new sounds that we can use in our writing.
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World Mathematics Day – 6th March

We have been learning about 2D shapes and multiplication recently. We created two fantastic artworks to complement our learning about these topics. We made 2D Shape Pictures. They were using shapes we had learned about in our maths lesson. They were very bright and colourful. We also made a POP Art influenced artwork, using multiplication arrays.
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World Science Day – 7\textsuperscript{th} March

This term we are exploring our senses in Science. This week we were investigating our sense of hearing and sense of smell. We constructed a model eardrum in class and then tested it to see how soundwaves travel through the air and vibrate against the eardrum. We had fun making ‘Cup Phones’ and then testing them outside to talk to our classmates. We also had a ‘Mystery Smell’ quiz. We were blindfolded and then given a ‘mystery smell’ for us to guess. Some smells were good and others were not very nice.